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Meatballs and pasta and cream puffs, oh my! The previously 
vacant space where Nick’s On Main used to be, 35 E. Main St, has 
been brought back to life as an Italian East Coast Eatery by the 
name of Spinello’s. Michael Spinello (previous manager of Opa) was 
inspired by the comfort food that he grew up eating in New Jersey.

 Over the course of his fifteen years residing in Los Gatos, Spinello 
couldn’t help but notice the devastating lack of his favorite meals. 
With Spinello’s opening, his goal is “to share the gift of the East Coast 
Style Italian food,” delivering a playful take on the cuisine. Plans 
to open up other locations in the future have yet to be determined. 

The New Jersey shaped apostrophe on Spinello’s logo screams 
authentic East Coast. Spinello’s is a magnet for Los Gatans and Bay 
Area foodies looking for the ultimate unique eating experience. 
The service at Spinello’s is personal, warm, and welcoming. Spinello 
himself walks around greeting all of his customers at meal time and 
verifies that the experience is as satisfactory as he intended for it to 
be. Spinello’s certainly makes its customers feel at home, showcasing 
specials on the menu such as “Momma’s Eggplant Parmesan” and 
“Mikey’s Special Rigatoni.” The little Italy setting under twinkly 
lights and the cozy ambiance transports you to a warm summer 
night at the Jersey Shore. 

While waiting for your meal, you can almost hear the hustle 
and bustle of Spinello and his crew preparing a “true Italian feast” 
over the festive Italian tunes. This feast includes copious platters 
of simply prepared meats accompanied by seasonal dishes, hearty 
gravy, flavorful salads, and scrumptious sweets. Though tempting, 
be sure not to gorge yourself, because when it comes time for des-
sert, you are not going to want to pass up the tiramisu or classically 
creamy cannolis. 

What Spinello is ultimately trying to achieve by bringing this 
restaurant to Los Gatos is “to create a fun, cozy and relaxed atmo-
sphere with great food and wine.” Within just one week of being 
open, Spinello has certainly already achieved this goal. Besides 
the exquisite food, the charming environment and family oriented 
serviced is bound to excite customers. Spinello loves to cook, Los 
Gatos certainly loves to eat, and that my fellow foodies, is how love 
story begins. 
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by Maddie Abene
Editorial Editor

UNIQUE DESIGN: The many decorations at Spinello’s transform Los Gatos into a little Italy. 

Centonove, a new Italian restaurant, had its grand opening on Nov. 
11 at its location in downtown Los Gatos (109 W. Main Street). After a 
much anticipated opening, Centonove is pleased to offer the community 
authentic Italian specialties, like Neapolitan pizza, house-made pasta, 
and a noteworthy Italian wine list. 

Salice Interiors partnered with Centonove to create a unique and 
inviting charm. Cheese graters converted into eclectic light fixtures 
hang over the wine bar near the entrance. Behind a line of booths, 
there is a long graphic of what looks to be an Italian city with hidden 
Mona Lisas scattered throughout. A wood-fired oven is visible no 
matter where you are in the restaurant, cooking pizzas and warming 
the atmosphere. The cold case is stocked with fresh sandwiches and 
salads ready to take on the go. 

The owners are Lisa Rhorer and Pasquale Romano. Rhorer is also a 
co-owner of Cin-Cin Wine Bar and Restaurant, a downtown Los Gatos 
favorite. She and Romano were inspired to open the restaurant because 
of their shared passion for Italian wine and food. Rhorer said, “I trav-
eled alone throughout Italy a few years back and also went to cooking 
school there. I have a strong affinity with the Italian culture. Both 
Pasquale and I wanted a place that conveyed Italian hospitality with 
delicious Italian food and wine here in Los Gatos.”

The executive chef, Carlo Ochetti, was born near Milan in Italy. 
When in the process of interviewing different candidates for the 
position of executive chef, it was Ochetti who stood out. Rhorer said, 
“When Carlo talks about food, you really see how passionate he is—that 
made a lasting impression.”

Even though it has only been open for a couple weeks, Centonove 
is always packed at dinner time. It so far has received an impressive 
four-star review average on Yelp. Rhorer says some of her favorite 
dishes include their Garganelli Pasta Pomodoro with Mozzarella Fresca 
and their Pizza Margherita.

Centonove is open seven days a week for lunch and dinner. LGHS 
students with their student IDs recieve 50 percent off select items 
(listed on their website) weekdays from 11:00-1:30 PM for takeout.

by Quincey Klein
Editor-in-Chief

ITALIAN EXPERIENCE: Centove’s interior, complete with a wood-fired oven, is elegant and cosy. 

THE MAN HIMSELF: Owner Mike Spinello tastes some of Spinello’s classic Italian cuisine. 
M. Abene

PAWS published
by Montana Fowler and Sean Clark
Center Editor and Humor Editor

Q. Klein

This year, Nancy Offer founded Providing Awareness for Wild-
cat Students, also known as PAWS, a new online publication. The 
publication is a magazine posted at www.lghs.net; to locate it, 
look under the Students menu, then click Peer to Peer Education, 
and then PAWS. 

The topic for the first issue of PAWS is Teen Depression & Suicide.  
The issue was released in December, and it includes helpful informa-
tion from professionals and advice for getting help for depressed or 
suicidal teens. The publication also features photography submitted 
by Emily Christie’s Digital Photography students. This year’s editors, 
seniors Maya Sweedler and Christina Creamer, led the PAWS team 
to create an incredible product.

PAWS intends to continue publishing one issue per semester for 
many years to come. The students on the team select one singular 
difficult issue for teens to discuss, but one that is relevant to the 
lives of adolescents at LGHS. After deciding the topic, the team 
splits into pairs to do research on different themes, delving deep 
into the subject and exploring every aspect. While working on the 
publication, the team members become well-informed on these teen 
issues and feel they can help their fellow classmates, beginning the 
fight to end the stigmas in our community. 
PAWS intends to inform its audience with 
the information necessary to helping others, 
or helping themselves. The next issue of 
PAWS will be released in the spring of 2014, 
and the topic is Relationships.  Scan this QR 
code to visit the first issue of PAWS.
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